
Record Keeping for the beginning ( or advanced ) reloader
by Ben

Keeping accurate records for the beginner reloader is very important.  I once was at the 
range with a friend of mine who was shooting a 30 -06 with some cast bullets .  I was 
looking through the spotting scope and saw him shoot an amazingly tight 5 rd. group.
I asked him …......“ WOW....what was in that load ?”    He replied , “ I don't know, I 
didn't write it down.”

When you've loaded some fine quality ammunition that meets or exceeds your 
expectations, if you can't repeat it, you have not made a lot of progress.

When you are finished shooting at the range, whether or not it was a successful day or 
not, your loading data is very important.  In the “ old days “ when I was a beginner , I 
wrote my information down with a pencil and usually ended up loosing the data. In the 
day of the computer, record keeping has been made a lot easier for all of us.

Today, I like to store my loads ( be they pistol or rifle ) in plastic 50 round boxes.  There 
are 5 rounds in a row and 10 rows of the 5 , for a total of 50 rounds.  I've made myself a 
Reloaders Data Sheet and it is stored in my computer so that I can come back to it 
weeks, months, or even years later and look at the load data again and print it out if need 
be.  Once I'm finished loading the 50 rounds, I record all the data and print out the Data 
sheet, fold it up and put it into the box with the 50 rounds of ammo.

I usually take a digital camera with me to the range when I'm testing loads.  As I fire 
each of the 5 rows, whenever a particular row shows “ promise “, I'll stop and take a 
photo.

When I get home, I add these JPEG photos to the bottom of the page of reloading data 
so that years later if I'm looking at the data, I can actually see the group sizes that were 
fired on that day.

Good record keeping is a vital link that will allow a beginning reloader to advace 
himself to higher levels of cast bullet performance by allowing him to get home from the 
range and analyze his load data and compare that data to his actual targets or photos of 
his targets.

I know a lot of reloaders that keep more data than I do, but what you see in the Load 
Data record sheet below is the bare minimum that I'd recommend to you.  This Load 
Data record sheet is very easy to make with Micro Soft Word on your own computer.



As an additional safety measure to the possibility of a crash of your hard drive, I keep 
my reloading records on a “ jump drive” flash memory USB.   This gives me some 
assurance that the data won't be lost and I can move from one computer to another if 
need be with all my reloading data.

Here is an example of the reloading data that I use :

_______________________________________________________________________

Load Data Record Sheet

Date -___________________

Cartridge -___________________________

Loads to be fired in -  Make - __________      Model -  ______________    S/N - _____________

Case Brand - ___________________

Trimmed to length - _______________

Neck sized or F/L  - ________________

Stored in the computer as -_____________________________________________________

  Row #           Grs.            Powder         Bullet            Sized to          Primer        OAL              G/C

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Additional Notes :



 
I certainly hope that you got something out of this article.  At this point in time after 
reading the article, you can decide for yourself if your record keeping is in need of some 
improvement.  If you decide to go with a computerized method of record keeping, I 
don't think you'd regret it.

Good Shooting,

Ben


